How healthy is Mandeville Creek?
There are many indicators used to assess the overall health of a stream. Nutrients, such as nitrogen
and phosphorus, are useful indicators for evaluating a stream’s water quality. Nitrogen and phosphorus
are naturally-occurring nutrients in streams that stimulate plant growth. These nutrients are essential
and support plant and aquatic life. However, too much of either can be harmful to fish and aquatic
insects.

Where is Mandeville Creek?

Map of Mandeville Creek in Bozeman,
Montana. The red dots indicate our
monitoring sites on the stream.

The Gallatin Local Water Quality District, with assistance from the Gallatin Stream Team volunteers for
the Greater Gallatin Watershed Council, have been monitoring water quality on Mandeville Creek since
2009. Results from six years of stream monitoring show levels of total nitrogen and total phosphorus
that exceed the Montana Department of Environmental Quality target level for water quality.
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Mandeville
Creek begins as
a small, springfed stream
south of
Bozeman and
winds its way
through town
until finally
merging with the
East Gallatin
River north of
Interstate 90.
From its origin,
Mandeville
Creek flows
north through
the MSU
campus, where
it is piped
underground
before
resurfacing
next to Bozeman
High School at
Main Street.
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The bar for each year represents the average value of all samples collected that year.

Where do these nutrients come from?
While nitrogen and phosphorus are naturally occurring compounds in
streams, the sources of elevated levels can include:


Fertilizer runoff from agricultural fields and residential lawns.



Pet and livestock waste.



Septic systems and wastewater treatment plants.
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What do excess nutrients
do to a stream?
Nitrogen and phosphorus are naturally–
occurring nutrients that help aquatic plants
grow. But an overabundance of these
nutrients can be harmful to stream health.
Too much nitrogen and phosphorus in a
stream can cause excess algae growth. This
can lead to:

What can I do to help?
We all play a part in protecting Mandeville
Creek as well as maintaining the health of all
the streams around Bozeman. There are some
simple actions everyone can take to keep our
local water resources healthy.


Capture of sediment in the stream. This
reduces the possible spawning areas for
fish and harms aquatic insect habitat.

Practice proper lawn care. Follow the
amount and timing instructions while
fertilizing. Properly discard yard waste,
(don’t dump lawn clippings on or near a
stream bank). Leave a “no-mow” zone on
the banks of streams.



Decreased recreational and aesthetic
value. Who likes to be in or near a stream
full of algae?

Pick up after your pet. Pet waste is not only
unsightly, it produces a health risk to
people and animals.



Keep paved surfaces clean. Sweep grass
clippings and leaves away from driveways,
streets, and storm drains. Also, make sure
any spilled chemicals are cleaned up
properly.

Decreased oxygen in the water. Oxygen is
essential to the survival of all aquatic life.
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Our streams are a vital resource and it is our
responsibility to take care of them. Every small
action makes a difference!

Examples
of excess
algae
growth in
Mandeville
Creek.
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